
Draft response to Local Government Remote Meetings - Call for Evidence 

Q1   Generally speaking, how well do you feel the current remote meetings arrangements work? 

Well 

Q2   Generally speaking, do you think that local authorities in England should have the express 

ability to hold at least some meetings remotely on a permanent basis? 

 Yes 

Q3   What do you think are some of the benefits of the remote meetings arrangements?  Please 

select all that apply 

More accessible for local authority members – Yes 

Reduction in travel time for councillors  -  Yes but more particularly for parish clerks.  In a 

large rural county, they often serve numerous parish councils that are at significant distance 

from their home 

Meetings more easily accessed by local residents – Yes, in some cases 

We are a rural parish council whose meetings take place in several different village halls in 

the evenings.  Virtual meetings allow parishioners to participate without the necessity to go 

out after dark.  Our parish is ill served by public transport.  Virtual meetings have allowed 

residents without a car to participate 

Q4 (for local authorities only)   Have you seen a reduction in costs since implementing remote 

meetings in your authority 

Yes – As the Clerk has not had to travel to meetings, money has been saved on travel 

expenses  

Q5   What do you think are some of the disadvantages of the remote meetings arrangements and 

do you have any suggestions how they could be mitigated/overcome? 

 It is harder for members to talk to one another informally 

Meetings are less accessible for those who have a poor quality internet connection although 

members and residents can participate by ordinary telephone 

Debate is restricted by the remote format, particularly where the internet connection is poor 

Q6   What do you think are some of the main advantages of holding face-to-face meetings, as 

opposed to remote meetings? 

Not everyone has access to the technology to connect to remote meetings or ability to use it 

whereas they can attend a meeting in person 

It is easier to detect people’s body language and views when everyone is at a meeting in 

person.   

 

 

 



Q7   If permanent arrangements were to be made for local authorities in England, for which 

meetings do you think they should have the option to hold remote meetings? 

 For all meetings 

Q8   If permanent arrangements were to be made for local authorities in England , in which 

circumstances do you think local authorities should have the option to hold remote meetings? 

We think local authorities should be able to decide for themselves in which circumstances 

they should have the option to meet remotely 

Q9     Would you have any concerns if local authorities in England were given the power to decide 

for themselves which meetings and in what circumstances, they have the option to hold remote 

meetings? 

 No 

Q10   N/A 

Q11   In your view, would making express provision for English local authorities to meet remotely 

benefit or disadvantage any individuals with protected characteristics e.g. those with disabilities 

or caring responsibilities? 

 There are benefits in this area, particularly if legislation enabled blended meetings.  One of 

our members is registered severely visually disabled and has found virtual meetings a liberating 

experience that has made him feel more on an equal footing with other members.  Virtual meetings 

could also be beneficial to those with caring responsibilities for young children or other dependents 

who they cannot leave. 

 

General Remarks 

Our preference would be for legislation to enable blended meetings in which participants can 

choose whether to be physically present or whether to connect remotely.  In our Council in a large 

rural area, it has been very beneficial for representatives of local organisations who are invited to 

our meetings to be able attend remotely as some of them live far away, too far to make it worth 

their while coming to attend the meetings in person. 

 


